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摘  要 















































During the course of wholly motivating the applications of OA systems, in order 
to improve the performance efficiency successfully, we enhance the interchanges and 
increasing the resources sharing among different departments, integrate the advanced 
way of office performance into our work and management, it is necessary for us to 
integrate the inner information resources in order to realize the sharing of inner 
resources. 
This paper analyzes the background and signification developing the OA 
management system and the present situation of Social Security Bureau, Guizhou 
Province. It also briefly demonstrates how to achieve the major tasks of this system. 
Aiming at the problems such as complex inner office work and low efficient way 
dealing with affairs by hand, this paper renders us the concepts and models of inner 
OA management system of Social Security Bureau. Not only can the inner OA 
management system of Social Security Bureau fulfill the fundamental needs of 
documents flows and sharing of the documents, but also simplify the work 
procedures, making it convenient to communicate among the leader-member 
departments or peer departments. The major research contents are as follow: 
Via Java technology, pure B/S model, this system contains the following four 
parts including document flows, documents management, information 
dissemination, assistant office work, which are able to achieve different OA 
functions. In addition, using the technology of middleware, this system fulfills the 
flexible editions, revising marks, final manuscripts decisions and type-settings of 
the official documents. It also supports these functions such as e-signatures and 
e-stamps of the leaders, automated alerting and IP-MAC which ensures the 
systematic security that someone is only able to control his computer. Furthermore, 
it keeps the interchanges of inner information safe by separating the inner network 
from outer network. 
Currently this system which fundamentally fulfills the target and the demands 
for Web OA of Social Security Bureau has been taken into application and runs well. 
This system will be constantly updated in order to adapt itself to the new demands 
of office work. 
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第一章  绪论 
5 
（3）支持微软 Office Document Imaging 工具，能够与 Word/Excel 无缝
对接，档案管理实现了纸质档案与电子档案双媒质的同步管理，同时微软 Office 
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